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Legal Aid for Welfare Guardianship 
In Scotland, provided an application is for a welfare, or financial and welfare, guardianship 
order, the Scottish Legal Aid Board (SLAB) does not look at the financial circumstances of 
the adult who has lost capacity, or of the proposed guardian or guardians. 

The Commission considers that the adult should have a right to legal representation in order 
to challenge any deprivation of liberty. We had heard of a case where this was refused, and 
we have been in discussion with SLAB about civil legal aid for an adult who wishes to 
challenge a welfare guardianship application. 

Generally speaking SLAB agrees that where an adult is facing a deprivation of liberty they 
should have legal aid if they wish to challenge any aspect of an order being sought. In such 
circumstances legal aid will normally be granted. A refusal when facing a removal of liberty 
would be exceptionally unusual and SLAB would almost always be sympathetic to 
applications for legal aid in such circumstances. 

We wish to hear of any case where anyone is denied free legal aid to be represented at a 
hearing to determine a welfare guardianship application. 
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